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bstract

The following defines stability testing in the diagnostic and pharmaceutical industries as a process which, depending on the manufacturer’s

urrent approach, may contain many opportunities for improvement. Statistical thinking and six sigma concepts will enhance stability testing
rocess capability and lead to higher confidence in the data. Tools for set up and the rationale behind them are provided to assist in establishing
ppropriate criteria and volume of testing.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Stability testing is certainly one of the most important
rocesses in the manufacture of diagnostic quality control mate-
ials and reagents. Although some of the specific requirements
ay be different than those of the pharmaceutical industry,

here is sufficient overlap in the challenges of performing
successful stability evaluation that overcoming the obsta-

les common to both disciplines can be covered in the same
reatment.

The discipline of six sigma views every business activity
s a process, that once optimized and controlled, reduces cost.
ence, six sigma itself is a process that is often briefly described
y the acronym DMAIC, which stands for define, measure, ana-
yze, improve, and control. First, the stability testing process,
r process issue, needs to be defined. Second, since stability
esting itself is a measuring process, its capability needs to be

easured. Third, the capability of the process needs to be ana-
yzed in order to determine if it is delivering what is required
accurate stability predictions or estimates), and if not, improve.
inally, control the stability testing process by insuring that
he improvements that have been implemented are maintained
hrough time.

∗ Tel.: +1 949 598 1317; fax: +1 949 598 1553.
E-mail address: karl devore@bio-rad.com.
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. DMAIC: defining the process

Because the accelerated stability testing process attempts to
btain a prediction of real time performance, error is magnified
n the extrapolation of degradation rates from warmer to colder
emperatures. Due to scheduling, commitment of resources, and
egulations, verifying real time stability, though challenging in
ts own right, is less technically demanding. However, the real
ime stability monitoring and accelerated stability testing pro-
esses both have a common need of appropriate failure criteria
nd scope of testing. These two parameters are closely linked.
ith pharmaceutical and diagnostics stability testing, the failure

riteria may be established prior to the choice of test method and
esting volume, but with diagnostics control products it need not
e. The criteria can, and should be, tied to the customer’s ability
o detect a difference. For the pharmaceutical industry this may
e a regulatory requirement or the point in which the patient
eceiving the medication would be aversely affected due to the
hange in the strength of the active ingredient, excipients, or
egradation products. In six-sigma language, this is referred to
s the “voice of the customer”, while the manufacturer’s testing
rocess capability is the “voice of the process”. The goal of six
igma is to make the voice of the process more powerful than
he voice of the customer, leading to reduced cost of operations

nd superior product quality.

Statistics is usually appreciated or applied during the data
nalysis stage only, squandering much of its potential. Set-up
s actually more important in obtaining high quality data. How-

mailto:karl_devore@bio-rad.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpba.2007.12.038
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ver, a review of the literature on the subject revealed a dearth
f direct guidance or suggestions on the how to determine the
olume of testing for a successful accelerated stability evalua-
ion. The appropriate number of time points, placement of time
oints, and replicates per time point, if available were likely
uried deep in the text and therefore difficult to find [1–8]. The
ollowing therefore addresses directly these important consider-
tions based on the failure criteria and test method precision, and
rovides tools for set up so that the process of stability testing
ill provide the best quality data.

.1. General considerations

Before proceeding, some general considerations will be
riefly reviewed:

1) To eliminate the effects of inter-assay variation, all test-
ing involving comparisons of time series data should be
performed in the same assay run. This is accomplished by
initiating stress at appropriate times so that they completed
simultaneously.

2) Test sequences should be randomized, and whenever differ-
ent, unrelated comparisons are being performed (different
formulations, strengths, container sizes, etc.) in the same
run, they should be separated as a group within the run.
This will insure that comparisons of apposite test results are
generated as close together in time as possible.

3) Test method precision should be established prior to initiat-
ing the stability evaluation. For internal methods, this would
be best accomplished through gage R&R (repeatability and
reproducibility) studies.

4) Accelerated stability stress should be adequate to result in
degradation that significantly larger than the test method
precision. However, if equivalent accelerated stress greatly
exceeds worst-case real time stress, excessive degrada-
tion of the analyte, matrix components, or loss of Oxygen
could lead to exotic phenomenon not likely to occur under
real storage conditions. Therefore, accelerated study stress
should strive to achieve approximately 10–20% degrada-
tion.

5) Accelerated temperatures should be as close to the antici-
pated storage temperature as possible, but consistent with
experimental need.

6) The use of 95% confidence limits of a regression to establish
the worst-case conditions for product claims should only
be used for real time or in-use stability estimates, not for
Arrhenius predictions. Because Arrhenius predictions use
extrapolation of a regression on plots of log rates versus
the inverse of the absolute temperature [9–11], a worst-
case prediction would put an unacceptable burden on the
manufacturer, and make release of new products nearly
impossible. In addition, each individual temperature’s mean
rate should be used in generating Arrhenius predictions,

since using the 95% confidence limit’s worst case of each
temperature’s data would lead to a prediction using a com-
bination of three relatively rare events which would be
extraordinarily unlikely (0.053 = 0.000125 or 0.0125%).
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e
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.2. Time points

When establishing the appropriate number of time points
equired for regression of accelerated stability data (not to be
onfused with tests per time point or replicates), the failure cri-
eria and the total expected degradation needs to be considered. If
he failure criteria is ≥±10% and it is approximately equal to the
xpected degradation, then the number of time points required
ould certainly be less than 6, which appears to be the default
inimum number used by many. In fact, it has been shown that

he number of time points can be reduced to two [12]. Therefore,
he reason that six points is typically chosen is likely the result
f researcher’s common use of six point calibration curves for
he test methods. However, because degradation does not follow
he same path as a dose response curve, it need not be treated
he same.

For calibration, six points is a reasonable choice that can
apture four inflection points of a dose response curve [1]. With
egradation, especially in the first important 20%, curvature is
ifficult to resolve with typical test method precisions, even if
he kinetics of degradation is second or third order [12]. Still,
ven when these arguments are seriously considered, there is
trong resistance to using any number less than six. Therefore,
n determining the number of total tests (the product of points
nd replicates per point) six time points will be covered as well
s two points. Regardless of the total number of time points used
or each temperature, if they are equally spaced, a halfway point
hould be avoided. This is because no matter what recovery value
s obtained, a linear regression slope, and therefore rate estimate
ill not be affected. To clarify; the slope of the regression line

s defined as

=
∑

(yi − ȳ)(xi − x̄)∑
(xi − x̄)2

If the time point (xi) is at the halfway point, then the squared
ifference will equal zero and it will have no impact on the slope
f the regression line and hence the rate estimate. Note, this will
ot be the case with unequally spaced time points, where the
ean of the points will not equal the median.

.3. Number of temperatures

When combining the data from each temperature for Arrhe-
ius plots, three temperatures and the analyte’s respective
egradation rate is generally accepted as the minimum: two
oints to determine the line, with one point to confirm. Although
dditional temperature data will improve the precision of the
stimate, the cost can be prohibitive. Each temperature should
e as close to the real time storage temperature as possible
hile providing data in a time frame consistent with experi-
ental need. There are two reasons for this: one is that different
echanisms of degradation are more likely to be involved the

urther the temperature of the study is from the intended real

ime storage temperature and perhaps more importantly, the
rrhenius extrapolation error increases the further the accel-

rated temperature’s rate data are from the intended real time
torage temperature.
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You can see that if the linear model is perfect, then given a set
number of replicates and time points, the total sum of squares
will only increase due to an increase in the sum of squares of the

Table 1
Sum of squares of a hypothetical stability data set

X (time) Y (conc) (X − X̄)2 (Y − Ȳ )2

0 100 6.25 25
1 98 2.25 9
2 96 0.25 1
K. De Vore / Journal of Pharmaceutical

.4. Replicates

How much degradation and the failure criteria will be key to
etermining the replicates per time point required. For the pur-
oses of discussion, ≥±10% failure criteria will be assumed.
his is a typical criteria used in the diagnostic industry, and

s generally accepted as standard. However, the calculations
an be performed using any failure criteria. For instance, with
iagnostic controls, as the test method imprecision increases,
10% change becomes more difficult to detect with an accept-

ble level of confidence. It also means that the both the customer
equirements (voice of the customer) and stability testing pro-
ess performance (voice of the process) may change. As the
ethod imprecision increases, a 10% change in analyte con-

entration will have less impact on product performance, and
he failure criteria specifications may need to be modified. With
uality controls a >8% total method CV is the point in which a
odification of the criteria would be appropriate. This will be

iscussed in detail later.
As with the estimate of the number of time points required

o determine a statistically significant difference between two
amples sets, the number of replicates (Y) per time point (X)
equired is relatively straight forward. However, it does require
s to make the following assumptions:

1) The linear model is correct.
(a) In reality, the linear model is usually incorrect, but is

sufficient to describe higher order decay within the first
20% of analyte degradation [12].

2) For ease of calculations, the standard deviation of the Y data
replicates will be lower by ∼4% at T0 (the first time point or
reference sample), and higher by 6% at Tfinal (the last time
point of the study).
(a) As the concentration of the analyte decreases the

magnitude of a set standard deviation relative to the
concentration increases. How this is accounted for in
the calculations will become clearer in the following
discussion.

3) The inter-vial variance will be insignificant relative to the
method imprecision.
(a) Although theoretically the vial-to-vial variance should

increase with time, the magnitude of this potential
increase will be unknown.

4) During the stability study, the amount of degradation we
need to detect is at least 10%. This number can be varied
depending on the customer requirements.
(a) Implicit here is that the failure should be reached by

Tfinal.

. DMAIC: measure the process

Determining process capability, or measuring the measuring
rocess, is frequently overlooked when establishing a stability-

esting program. Typically, inconclusive results of suspected
nstable analytes are indicative of an incapable stability testing
rocess. The capability can be roughly predicted before testing
ven begins if the average standard error of the method is greater

3
4
5

S
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han one-third the criteria. If so, then more replication will be
equired. At our facility computer simulations were helpful at
aining insight into process capability. How replication and time
oint place placement impacted the process was demonstrated.
hy, was latter determined after extensive statistical analysis.

. DMAIC: analyze

.1. Hypothetical example

Suppose that during a stability study using six time points, the
egradation is 10%, i.e., at Tfinal, the recovery is 90% of the T0
beginning time point of the study) value. In addition, suppose
hat the regression is a perfect fit through these points (Table 1).

In this instance, the slope (degradation rate) of the line is −2,
ecause the change in concentration is −10 units in 5 units of
ime (−10/5 = −2). The sum of squares of the Y values is 70,
nd because it is a perfect fit, it equals the sum of squares due
o the regression.

(Y − Ȳ )2 =
∑

(Ŷ − Ȳ )
2 = 70

here Ŷ is the interpolated regressed value at each X. With
egression data, the total sum of squares (left hand term in above
quation) will usually be greater than the sum of squares due to
he regression because of an additional term: the sub of squares
f the residuals.

(Y − Ȳ )2 =
∑

(Ŷ − Ȳ )
2 +

∑
(Y − Ŷ )

2

The second term on the right had side is the sum of squares
f the residuals. But because the regression is a perfect fit, this
erm equals 0. Shorthand for the above equation is

SY = SSreg + SSres

Now, suppose that there are 3Y values for each time point X
ith a CV of approximately 1%. Then, the sum of squares due

o the regression, SSreg will equal 3 × 70 = 210, and the sum of
quares due to the residuals = 12 (Table 2).

SY = SSreg + SSres

S = SS − SS = 222 − 210 = 12
94 0.25 1
92 2.25 9
90 6.25 25

um 17.5 70
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Table 2
Regression statistics for a hypothetical stability data set

X (time) Y1 Y2 Y3 (X − X̄)2 (Y1 − Ȳ )2 (Y2 − Ȳ )2 (Y3 − Ȳ )2 (Ŷ1 − Ȳ )
2

(Ŷ2 − Ȳ )
2

(Ŷ3 − Ȳ )
2

0 100 99 101 6.25 25 16 36 25 25 25
1 98 97 99 2.25 9 4 16 9 9 9
2 96 95 97 0.25 1 0 4 1 1 1
3 94 93 95 0.25 1 4 0 1 1 1
4 92 91 93 2.25 9 16 4 9 9 9
5 90 89 91 6.25 25 36 16 25 25 25

Sum 17.5 70 76 76 70 70 70
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esiduals. The sum of square of the residuals is directly impacted
y the precision of the method. We will come back to the sum
f squares calculation later.

.2. Significance of the regression slope

To estimate degradation rates in a stability study, at a min-
mum the slope of the regression line must be significantly
ifferent from a slope of zero. A slope of zero would indicate
o correlation of decay with time. The equation for determining
he significance of an apparent slope of −10% is

=
∣∣∣∣B10% − B0

S.E.slope

∣∣∣∣
here B10% is a linear regression slope of 10% degradation, B0 a

lope of zero, and S.E.slope is the standard error of the regression
lope. S.E.slope is defined as

.E.slope =
√(∑

(Yi − Ŷ ))/(n − 2)
)

√∑
(Xi − X̄)2

The numerator in the above equation, the familiar term SSres,
s directly impacted by assay precision and number of replicates,
he denominator is impacted by the spacing of the time points.

It has already been shown that for a linear model, two points, a
0 and Tfinal, with multiple replicates each, has less error than the
ame number of total replicates spread over six time points [12].
owever, if the analyte’s degradation profile is unknown, assum-

ng a linear model has some risk if intermediate time points are
ot tested. A compromise between the two extremes is to test less
eplicates at the intermediate time points, with a greater number
t T0 and Tfinal. In a six-point study, two replicates each for the
our intermediate time points should be sufficient to determine if
mportant deviations from linearity are occurring. The number
f replicates required for T0 and Tfinal would vary depending on
he method precision.

.3. Predicting stability study precision
Once the precision of the test method is determined, through
irect in-house testing or test method’s insert claims, the amount
f variation for each time point tested will, by chance, be within

(
d
r

range of values. This is illustrated through the �2 equation and
able [13].

2 = (n − 1)S.D.2

σ2

The �2 table lists two numbers for each degree of freedom
n − 1) and confidence level. If the �2-result is between these
wo numbers, then the hypothesis that the sample set, or more
recisely, its standard deviation, comes from a population with a
tandard deviation equal to �, cannot be rejected. This equation
an be rearranged to predict the range of sample set standard
eviations one would expect from a population with a set stan-
ard deviation (σ) or CV.

2 = (n − 1)S.D.2

σ2 → S.D. =
√

χ2σ2

n − 1

Assigning the �2-variable its upper end value for 95% con-
dence, the highest expected CV can be estimated. However,
ince it is assumed that the model is correct and a perfect fit,
hen the sum of squares of the residuals will essentially be only
ontributor to error, and will total the sum of squares error about
ach time point mean for each set of Y replicates.

6

j=1

n∑
u=1

(Yju − Ŷj)
2 =

6∑
j=1

n∑
u=1

(Yju − Ȳj)2 −
6∑

j=1

(Ŷj − Ȳj)
2

here the first term on the right hand side of the equation is
he sum of squares of each Y replicate minus the mean Y value
ssociated with the time point. The second term on the right
and side of the equation is the sum of squares of the predicted

values of the regression minus the mean Y value associated
ith each time point. In our hypothetical example, this second

erm = 0, because with a perfect linear fit, the mean of each time
oint’s replicates equals the regressed point on the regression
ine.
Because the regression line and each regressed time point
Ŷj) is determined by the slope and intercept parameters, the
egrees of freedom associated with the sum of squares of the
esiduals is n − 2, not n − 1. Therefore, the standard deviation
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Table 3
Adjustment of hypothetical stability data set imprecision so that average CV per time point equals 1.0%
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bout the regression line is

6∑
j=1

n∑
u=1

(Yju − Ŷj)
2

(6 × n) − 2
=

√√√√√√√
6∑

j=1

n∑
u=1

(Yju − Ȳj)2

Total reps − 2

By applying the �2 equation, we find that

.D. =
√

χ2σ2

Total reps − 2
,

nd the upper �2 variable inserted in the above equation is the
ne corresponding to (Total reps − 2) degrees of freedom.

.4. Keeping precision in proportion to concentration

Given a constant standard deviation of the Y (concentration)
alues through time, it will be a larger proportion, or %CV, as
he analyte degrades. To ensure that the model’s CV averages
certain percentage throughout the 10% drop in concentration,

he calculated CV is multiplied by 0.96. This is illustrated in
able 3.

. DMAIC: improve the process

.1. The model

By applying these concepts, we can now begin to determine
he number of replicates required to resolve a statistically sig-
ificant difference between a slope of 0 versus a slope of −2
10%).

First, we restate the equation for standard error of the slope

.E.slope =
√(∑

(Yi − Ŷ )/(n − 2)
)

√
∑
(Xi − X̄)2

Convert to our model based on a worst case �2 imprecision of
pre-established method CV and factor for the intended average

h
q
“
a

ariation through time.

.E.slope =
√

[(0.96 ×
√

CV 2χ2)
2
]/((reps × pts) − 2)√∑n

i=1(Xi − X̄)2

We can now control the value of the numerator by increasing
he number of replicates. The denominator can also be controlled
y increasing the replicates at the extreme values of X (T0 and
final), while maintaining a constant two replicates for each of

he 4 intermediate time points.
By adjusting the number of replicates at a given method

recision, the effect on the value of t can be determined.

=
∣∣∣∣B10% − B0

S.E.slope

∣∣∣∣
Three t tables were generated using the above model. In

able 4, only T0 and Tfinal points are included in the regres-
ion. In Table 5 the number of replicates was varied by the same
mount for each of six time points. In Table 6, the four interme-
iate time points were held constant at two replicates, while the
0 and Tfinal were varied.

The resulting t values were compared to the critical t values
or significance at the 90, 95 and 99% confidence levels. If the
esulting t values are below that required for 90% confidence,
hey are not highlighted, if they are significant – at or above one
f the three levels of confidence – they are highlighted in light
ray for 90% confidence, dark gray for 95% confidence, and
pecked for 99% confidence.

.2. Establishing appropriate criteria for quality control
aterials

For most analytes in diagnostic controls the failure criteria
f ≥±10% is applied. The 10% criteria does have precedence
n the IVD industry, and modifying it for test methods that

ave acceptable CVs is not usually done, but the criteria is fre-
uently increased when the precision exceeds acceptable levels.
Acceptable levels” is a subjective term, but CVs > 8% are usu-
lly considered unacceptable. Though adding the method CV
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Table 4
Replicates for two point stability studies: locate the test method precision (CV) in the far left column of the table, then move across the row until a shaded column is
reached

Light gray, dark gray and speckled shading indicates a t-value that represents ≥90%, ≥95%, or ≥99% confidence, respectively, i.e., the probability that a difference
of ±10% can be detected. Next, move up the column from the selected confidence level to the second row from the top of the table. This row indicates the number
of replicates required per time point. The first row indicates the total tests required, s
4.5% would require four replicates per time point for 90% confidence and five replic

Table 5
Replicates for six point/equal replicate number stability studies

Instructions: locate the test method precision (CV) in the far left column of the
table, then move across the row until a shaded column is reached. Light gray, dark
gray, and speckled shading indicates a t-value that represents ≥90%, ≥95%, or
≥99% confidence, respectively, i.e., the probability that a difference of ±10%
can be detected. Next, move up the column from the selected confidence level
to the second row from the top of the table. This row indicates the number of
replicates required per time point. The first row indicates the total tests required,
summing all time points and replicates together. For example, a method CV of
4.5% would require two replicates per time point for 90% confidence and three
replicates per time point for 95% confidence.

t
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umming all time points and replicates together. For example, a method CV of
ates per time point for 95% confidence.

o the 10% criteria does, on the face of it, appear reasonable, it
s arbitrary, and reduces the overall acceptable level of quality,
n essence “lowering the bar” for analytes with less precise test

ethods.
Since the quality control material is used to monitor the day-

o-day or run-to-run performance of an assay, the criteria could
e based, at least partially, on Westgard rules and the customer’s
bility to detect the change in concentration due to instability. In
ddition, the manufacturer’s ability to detect the change, and the
olume of testing required to do so should also be considered.

Using Table 1 as a reference, one can see that when a test
ethod’s within run CV reaches 8%, the number of replicates

equired for each time point to determine a statistically signifi-
ant 10% slope at the 95% confidence is 10 replicates per each
ime point. When the CV reaches 10%, the number of replicates
equired is 13 per time point. This amount of testing may not
nly be expensive, but at this level of imprecision, the customer is
nlikely to detect a 10% difference. This is about the point where
he CV is usually added to the criteria. But, adding 8–10% at this
oint and effectively doubling the criteria suddenly increases the
hance the customer will detect an issue. Therefore a more grad-
al approach to adjusting the criteria, which considers the voice
f the customer, is more logical.

Not all laboratories are likely to monitor the QC results using
ll the Westgard rules, but the two most common, the 13S and
he 22s helps establish a point from which to start. These two
ules, when broken invalidate the customers test results [14].
As degradation proceeds, at some point the range of test
esult values obtained will lead to an unacceptable frequency
f 13s Westgard rule violations. If we assume a ≥5% frequency
s unacceptable, we can begin to determine appropriate fail-
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Table 6
Replicates for six time point stability studies with intermediate points’ replicates = 2

Locate the test method precision (CV) in the far left column of the table, then move across the row until a shaded column is reached. Light gray, dark gray, and
speckled shading indicates a t-value that represents ≥90%, ≥95%, or ≥99% confidence, respectively, i.e., the probability that a difference of ±10% can be detected.
N from
T g all
r hree r

u
t
9
(
a
1

r
U

ext, move up the column from the selected confidence level to the second row

0 and Tfinal time points. The first row indicates the total tests required, summin
equire two replicates for the T0 and Tfinal time points for 90% confidence and t

re criteria. A 5% frequency of violations will occur when
he distribution of Tfinal values has ≥5% of its tail outside the

9% (±3S.D.) of the initial range of pre-established QC values
T0μ ± 3S.D.). This is represented graphically in Fig. 1. Using
z table [13] we find that a 5% area corresponds to a z value of
.65, and by subtraction (3S.D. − 1.65S.D.) we find that this cor-

t

w
e

Fig. 1. Average shift down in recovery equal to 1.3
the top of the table. This row indicates the number of replicates required for the
time points and replicates together. For example, a method CV of 4.5% would
eplicates for the T0 and Tfinal time points for 95% confidence.

esponds to 1.35S.D. from the mean of the initial values (T0μ).
sing this process, the failure criteria would be set at 1.35 times
he total CV of the method.
By applying this same approach with the Westgard 22s rule,

e choose a probability of two events occurring in succession
qual to 5%. In this case, the tail area outside the established con-

5 S.D. leading to 5% of results outside 3 sd.
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Fig. 2. Average shift down in recovery equal to

rol Charts 2S.D. range that is under the curve of stressed analyte
ange of results will equal 0.224 = √

0.05, which corresponds
o a z value from the Tfinal distribution of 0.76. The difference
etween this z value and the T0z value of 2 is 1.24 = (2 − 0.76)
Fig. 2).

The two z values obtained from the above analysis are rela-
ively close, and either one could be used for the criteria. The
maller z value may be more defensible since it represents less
ustomer risk. The volume of testing required to obtain statis-
ically significant differences at the 95% confidence level will
ary depending on the within run CV, which will usually be less
han the total CV, for which the criteria is based. If we were
o assume that the total CV is less than or equal to the within
un CV, then the number of replicates per time point required
or a two point comparison would equal 10. Therefore, the total
umber of replicates required to make this sort of determination
ould be ≤20.
This approach is much less arbitrary and also sets a thresh-

ld from which to begin increasing the criteria (CV = 8%). This
robably should only be attempted when the within run CV
eaches this level of imprecision. Then ideally, the criteria would
e changed based on the total CV of the most widely used
ethod.

. DMAIC: control the process

Once the stability testing process is improved through appro-

riate criteria, testing volume and strategies, control through
onitoring of its capability will be important. Test method per-

ormance should be assessed continually by monitoring controls
nd stability testing results for affects of imprecision, drift,
S.D. leading to 22.4 % of results outside 2 sd.

nd autocorrelation. Randomized test sequences will certainly
educe the chances that overlooked test method issues will
mpact results.

. Conclusions

A successful stability evaluation is viewed by many in the
ciences as requiring a strong knowledge of physical chemistry.
tatistical tools do not appear to be considered nearly as impor-

ant; likely because the analysis of the data is usually performed
y software after the fact. However, with a six-sigma approach,
tability testing is viewed as a process where the precision
ust be adequate to distinguish between good and bad prod-

ct with a high degree of confidence. Therefore, establishing
ppropriate criteria and understanding process capability must
e considered equally as important as the science behind the
esting.
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